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Abstract

Through a joint community effort Denmark's Renewable Energy Island Samsø became self-sufficient with renewable energy over a period of ten years from 1997 to 2007. Today, the story about Samsø's successful energy transition has become a global export and a widely known model of community building, public participation and shared ownership in renewable energy technologies and transition processes. What has allowed the Samsø narrative to travel so widely has been the effective 'transition story' created about the islanders' exertion efforts. This transition story, however, has become fixed with the years and has assumed an ideal-typical character. Meanwhile, the challenges and costs inherent in the complicated socio-material process of transition are underestimated and largely forgotten. While such transition stories are indeed inspiring, the ideal-typical narrative may stand in the way of the development of further local energy transitions, as challenging elements of the process are downplayed to strengthen the narrative power of the story. By presenting ethnographic stories about Samsø that interfere with the island's transition narrative and, the analysis adds nuance to the Samsø story, highlighting discusses its discrepancies and problematizing the effects of such strong well-crafted transition narratives. This tendency towards the 'storification' of transition...
processes is not restricted to Samsø; it is employed as a tactics by environmental organizations operating globally.
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**Introduction**

Samsø, a Danish tourist and farming island of four thousand inhabitants, was appointed Denmark’s Renewable Energy Island (REI) in 1997 by the Ministry of Energy and the Environment. The nomination set an island-wide, locally managed energy transition in motion, transforming the rural landscape into one marked by on- and offshore wind turbines, straw-based district heating plants and solar systems. Ten years from 1997, the islanders could call themselves ‘CO₂ negative’; they had become not just energy self-sufficient but managed to produce more electricity than they consumed. The surplus electricity produced by offshore wind turbines is exported to the mainland to offset the energy use of the islanders’ transportation practices which remain fossil fuel intensive.

Over the years, countless journalists, politicians, students and scientists have visited Samsø to learn about the island’s achievements (e.g. Williams, 2007; Hansen, 2013; Spear, 2014; Tagliabue, 2009; Cardwell, 2015). Representatives of Samsø Energy Academy, the organization still carrying out projects in relation to environmental sustainability and energy on the island, continue to travel the world telling stories about the island’s energy transition, turning the local endeavor into a globally recognized example to be followed (Papazu, forthcoming). Especially Søren Hermansen, the Energy Academy’s director who spearheaded Samsø’s transition process, is a crucial character in this regard, well-known in global environmental circles and proclaimed as a Time Magazine *Hero of the Environment* (Time Magazine, 2008).
Energy transitions such as Samsø’s are social as well as technological achievements; they are ‘social and economic assemblages’ (Miller, Iles and Jones, 2013: 135) involving and affecting the lives, homes, jobs, practices, relationships and culture of the people involved in the transition. And they are necessary, inevitable, even, in the light of today’s combined challenges of climate change, hard-to-reach fuel sources and geopolitical conflicts. The world, therefore, arguably needs examples like Samsø’s to lead the way and show what such processes of change may look like and bring with them in practice.

However effective, during my months of fieldwork on the island I sensed that Samsø’s transition story – which was constantly told and retold by the Energy Academy staff - had turned into exactly that, a story. And the elements of this story, I learned, had become far removed from the empirical grounds that had brought the project into being more than ten years ago. If we accept that Samsø and places like it have an important role to play in terms of providing a concrete alternative, a recipe, almost, for how similar energy transitions might be carried out – and this is the very premise underlying the intense circulation and communication of Samsø’s example - then this ‘storification’ might be problematic.

The questions I ask are twofold: (1) How was Samsø’s accomplishment turned into an ideal-typical transition story? (2) What have been the effects, positive and negative, of this process of ‘storification’? In addressing these questions, I take as my starting point Sovacool and Brossmann’s (2013) words of caution that while transition stories do serve as sources of inspiration, they may come to stand in the way of the replication and implementation of further energy transitions. Cumbersome and challenging elements of the process – the hard day-to-day work and the political tactics involved in realizing a project that affects many people’s lives and require their cooperation - may be covered up in order to strengthen the narrative power of the transition story. An illusion is produced that a successful transition process accomplished in one place can be straightforwardly transferred to a completely different context. This tendency toward what I call the
'storification' of transition processes is not restricted to Samsø; it is indeed, as the analysis will show, employed as a political communication tactics by environmental organizations operating globally.

Taking this potential problem of 'storification' of local energy transitions as my starting point, the article proceeds as follows: After describing the Samsø community in more detail, I present the Samsø transition narrative in short form. Next, I characterize this narrative as a nearly ideal-typical energy transition story. Confronting this genre of storytelling with the ethnographic genre, the analysis focuses on four aspects which disturb complicate the Samsø story and offers a closer look at the processes that led to Samsø’s achievement of the title of Denmark’s Renewable Energy Island. These aspects are: the storytelling organization, the little controversies and tactics of the RE Island project, re-contexting the story: from coffee to crisis, and the construction of crisis. First, however, after a word on methods, I turn to an exploration of the analytical perspectives guiding the article and then outline the methods.

**Methods**

I spent five months on Samsø in fall 2013 and spring-summer 2014. From my office space at Samsø Energy Academy I participated in and observed the activities of the project organization; I had countless informal conversations, conducted interviews and document analysis. My fieldwork also naturally led me around the island in my attempts to understand the processes through which Samsø had become Denmark’s RE Island and what significance this title carries today, as Samsø continues to assert its status through new RE projects and dissemination of the islanders’ experiences. Since 2014 I have remained in contact with Samsø Energy Academy, visiting the island several times and participating in various activities, maintaining the bond with the ever-evolving island and organization.

The analysis will focus on the stories told by the Energy Academy staff in their attempts to communicate Samsø’s transition to onlookers. Specifically, I set out to
complicate Samsø's transition narrative. Through a Science and Technology Studies-inspired ethnographic sensitivity to the crafting of stories as well as to their effects, in line with STS ethnographers Winthereik and Verran, the analysis will 'point out both the single vision and the many-headed monsters in socio-technical practice. Both single visions and many-headed monsters must be dealt with through careful re-presentation' (2012: 39). The analysis will present ethnographic stories that bring attention to cracks and inaccuracies, to certain strategic moves of the island’s storytellers and to discussions among them about how to communicate the island’s accomplishments. In this way, I open up the story of how Samsø became self-sufficient with renewable energy and provide it with ‘more robust contact points with the real’ (Jensen 2014a: 194-95).

Analytical perspectives

The transformative capacities of stories

In our thinking and theorization of energy futures, technologies and transitions, ‘how people imagine energy technologies and their futures is clearly important to understanding how and why people invest in them, financially, personally, professionally, and otherwise, and it is thus a critical social facet of energy transitions’ (Sovacool and Brossmann, 2013: 211; Sovacool and Brossmann, 2014). With the literature on energy transitions tending to focus more narrowly on the technological and political dimensions (Verbong and Geels, 2010; Essletzbichler, 2012) and on how to avoid public resentment (the so-called NIMBYism) (Devine-Wright, 2009; Walker, 2008; Krauss, 2010; Roberts et al., 2013; van der Horst, 2007), there is a need to explore the relations between expectations, stories and actual implementation of such large-scale processes of change affecting whole communities.

What is needed is a focus on what we may call the 'social' dimensions of the energy transition (Miller, Iles and Jones, 2013; see also Papazu 2016a, 2016b).

In Science and Technology Studies (STS) there is an interest, fitting with this concern in the literature on energy transitions and parallel to the interests of the Samsø actors, in...
the crafting of stories, and in their effects. Following Latour, stories do not simply represent; they re-present, they transform; they shape our reality (Latour, 2001: 10; Hacking, 1983: 136). This potential is inherent in ethnographic stories as well as in the grand, single visions, and the Energy Academy staff and I thus share an interest in telling stories that 'have in them the capacity to re-present the world in ways that are generative for the people and practices that the stories are about' (Winthereik and Verran, 2012: 37) as well as for outsiders inspired by the stories. Our interests converge as I attempt to tell ethnographic stories about the stories the Energy Academy employees have spent a decade crafting and spreading.

Challenging the apparent singularity of the Renewable Energy Island (REI) narrative is no easy task. It takes work to create the impression of coherence and, as I will show, once coherence is established, it can be very difficult to contest, as the coherent object tends to take on an existence of its own (Latou, 1987; see also Linde 1993). The "heterogeneous and hybrid ontology" of the transition process becomes, in essence, "irrelevant" (Cussins, 1996: 600).

The stories I build the analysis around do not just differ from one another in terms of content but also with regard to genre and agency. Some of the stories function as ordering devices, technologies for transferring knowledge which foreground some carefully selected facts while omitting other. The transition narrative of the REI project which will open the analysis is an example of this: a carefully constructed story with strong, inspirational messages of collaboration and community, of taking risks and succeeding. This well-crafted story, designed to travel smoothly, exists alongside other stories, and even controversies, seeking to complicate the REI narrative. Themselves less accomplished, these ethnographic stories function less as devices for transferring knowledge and instead assume a role of disrupting or disfiguring the grand narrative, thus inserting a slight critique.
Herein lies the interventionist potential of the ethnographic story. Ethnographic stories make intervention possible by making visible this tension between singularity and complication, the ‘many-headed monsters’ captured by the ethnographer’s data, thus enabling an alternative and partial gaze on the fraction of the world under study (Winthereik and Verran, 2012: 39). Winthereik and Verran term analyses that foreground the partiality of stories ‘good faith analysis’.

Partiality refers, firstly, to the fact that a story can never be a description of a whole; it is always only a part of a whole. Which part is foregrounded is a political question – ‘it wants to achieve something in a particular context’ (Winthereik and Verran, 2012: 48-49). Moreover, as the analysis will demonstrate, the context itself also becomes an open question, since, as Asdal and Moser note in introducing the concept of contexting, ‘contexts are being made together with the objects, texts and issues at stake (2012: 303). Secondly, partiality rhymes with(?) is related to partisanship as it refers to the researcher’s commitment to use the incomplete stories drawn out of the empirical material to make a difference in the reality that fostered them (Winthereik and Verran, 2012: 48-49; Verran 2014).

The researcher hereby emerges as complicit and activist, an intruding character open to the fact that her intervention in good faith might come to make a difference – but might as well not (Holmes and Marcus, 2008; Zuiderent-Jerak, 2015; Whatmore and Landström, 2011). An analysis in good faith holds an ambition to offer a richer image and to pay attention ‘especially to those parts that tend to elude the field of vision’ (Jensen, 2014b: 352), all the while acknowledging that the account will always be ‘embodied, embedded, particular’ (Verran 2014: 536) and partial (e.g. Haraway 1988, Strathern 1991).

This interventionist potential and ambition is more appreciative than critical (Jensen 2014a, 2014b: 354). Since Latour and Woolgar’s laboratory studies, many STS scholars have been interested in employing ethnography to debunk truths and myths, to show how contingent realities are built and how they can be challenged and destabilized.
(Latour and Woolgar, 1979). In 2004, however, Latour famously argued that such constructivist thinking had resulted in a situation in which ‘critique had run out of steam’. He called for ‘efforts to develop modes of analysis and engagement not premised on “deconstruction” or “debunking”’ (Latour, 2004). Pointing to how realities are constructed and partial does not have to be critical in the negative sense of the word; it can be a way of calling for appreciation of the hard work that goes into building durable realities, just as it can be a way of destabilizing fixed, ‘taken-for-granted’ ‘truths’ that may stand in the way of learning.

**Methods**

I spent five months on Samsø in fall 2013 and spring-summer 2014. From my office space at Samsø Energy Academy I participated in and observed the activities of the project organization; I had countless informal conversations, conducted interviews and document analysis. My fieldwork also naturally led me around the island in my attempts to understand the processes through which Samsø had become Denmark’s RE Island and what significance this title carries today, as Samsø continues to assert its status through new RE projects and dissemination of the islanders’ experiences. Since 2014 I have remained in contact with Samsø Energy Academy, visiting the island several times and participating in various activities, maintaining the bond with the ever-evolving island and organization.

The analysis will focus on the stories told by the Energy Academy staff in their attempts to communicate Samsø’s transition to onlookers. Specifically, I set out to complicate Samsø’s transition narrative. Through a Science and Technology Studies-inspired ethnographic sensitivity to the crafting of stories as well as to their effects, in line with STS ethnographers Winthereik and Verran, (2012: 39), the analysis will ‘point out both the single vision and the many-headed monsters in socio-technical practice. Both single visions and many-headed monsters must be dealt with through careful re-presentation’ (2012: 39).
The analysis will present ethnographic stories that bring attention to cracks and inaccuracies, to certain strategic moves of the island’s storytellers and to discussions among them about how to communicate the island’s accomplishments. In this way, I open up the story of how Samsø became self-sufficient with renewable energy and provide it with ‘more robust contact points with the real’ (Jensen 2014a: 194-95).

The case of Samsø

‘The relentless Baltic waves notwithstanding, the tiny island of Samsø is a tranquil, unhurried place. Though it sits at pretty much the dead centre of the Kattegat, the narrow channel that separates the two most populous regions of Denmark - the Danish mainland and the large island of Zealand (...) - Samsø has never been anywhere near the heart of Danish life. It’s just a bump in the channel, a mere 114 square kilometres of rolling pasture, small farms and tidy, picturesque villages, with a population about 4400’ (Turner, 2007: 27).

Since Turner wrote these words in 2007, the population on Samsø has declined and is now close to 3700. A shared sense of vulnerability characterizes the islanders’ attitude to their home. A community at the outskirts of Danish society (characterized as ‘Udkantsdanmark’ – ‘Outskirts Denmark’ - as the Danish media have named Denmark’s peripheral, rural-peripheral areas) faced with the steady loss of jobs and closure of institutions, the demographic development works against Samsø with ever more elderly people and still fewer families with children (Samsø Kommune 2012). There is a predominant sense of being at the mercy of the national politicians’ decisions covering everything from ferry ticket prices to strategies for the development of the rural-peripheral areas. This state of vulnerability is not new. In the nineties, it was the precariousness of island life that created the urge to look for alternatives to prevent the island from ‘slowly bleeding to death’, as the head of the technical and environmental administration in Samsø Municipality graphically put it (interview, Oct 2013).
While the Renewable Energy Island project could not save the island from its position of disadvantage, the project did strengthen the islanders’ hopes for the future and belief in their ability to survive as a community (Papazu 2016a). The project brought with it work for the local craftsmen; local products such as straw were purchased for the district heating plants and the local sale of RE installations for private households dramatically increased. And while a few individual farmers invested great sums in wind turbines, the bank created loan schemes allowing everyone, regardless of financial standing, to invest in shares in the co-operatively owned wind turbines. On average, each islander invested one hundred thousand DDK (15,000 USD) in the REI project (Hermansen et al. 2007).

The islanders actively supported the project because it became a way of securing the survival of the island community (Papazu 2016b). The island’s energy transition was, in that sense, fundamentally social: it deeply affected the islanders’ lives (see Miller, Iles and Jones et al. 2013). Energy transitions are processes which change people’s lives. The process of transforming the island’s energy systems brought with it new activities and investment and work opportunities for the islanders and allowed them to renew their belief in the future as well as revitalized the Samsø inhabitants’ historically innovative culture.

As an interviewee told me, ‘Samsø’s history is very special, exactly because Samsø has always been this delimited area’ (Nov 2013), making it a place especially well-suited for experiments and demonstrations of various kinds. Samsø is known nationwide for its ‘Samsø potato’ (Denmark’s earliest spring potato originally developed by a local farmer), as well as (according to locals) for being the first in Denmark to artificially inseminate cows and eradicate bovine tuberculosis. This is the culture the REI project was born into.

Samsø’s transition story
Faced with the threat of closure of Samsø's biggest employer the slaughterhouse, Samsø was in a deep crisis. With its peripheral location, it seemed the island would fall victim to the winds of globalization and centralization. In 1997, however, the Renewable Energy Island project - a competition issued by the Ministry of the Environment to find an island willing to install local renewable energy systems and become energy self-sufficient within ten years - presented itself to the islanders as a new opportunity. The project did not come with public funds or support; the winner of the title would have to set up its own system for realizing the goals. At the time, Samsø was no 'greener' than the rest of Denmark with a degree of energy self-sufficiency of twelve percent. This was one of the reasons Samsø was picked as Denmark’s RE Island: comparable to the rest of Denmark, Samsø's potential as a demonstration island was great; the results of the experiment would be easily scalable to the wider Danish context, and the island's exertions-accomplishment would demonstrate to foreign countries Danish RE solutions (wind power, bio and solar energy) in practice.

The development and implementation of the project was facilitated by the local organization Samsø Energy Company. No energy company in the traditional sense, in Samsø Energy Company all relevant parties were represented and no one group was allowed to dominate the others, thus securing the democratic basis of the REI project - what has become known as ‘energy democracy’. The members of the organization counted local business men, farmers, the municipality (two politicians, the mayor and one administrator) and four members of the newly founded NGO representing the island public, Samsø Energy and Environment Office. Since all 13 members of the Energy Company were amateurs when it came to carrying out a society-wide energy transformation, two people were hired: Søren Hermansen, a local teacher and farmer, would secure the support of the islanders while Aage Johnsen, an engineer from the mainland, would develop the technical plans for the RE projects. This 'dynamic duo' is believed to be one of the great forces of the RE Island project. Especially Hermansen possessed an ability to talk to and convince the islanders that they
should put their trust and resources in the project, not least due to Hermansen’s local knowledge and presence, being a son and grandson of Samsø farmers.

Many innovative projects were on the table in the planning process, but the projects that were realized were based on well-known technology, while the more experimental projects such as producing biogas to fuel the ferry or harvesting the surplus heat from the ferries to use in district heating were abandoned early on. While Samsø had a few windmills, a local wind energy guild and a district heating plant prior to the REI project, three new district heating plants were built (two of them straw-fired, one based on wood chips and solar panels), and eleven land-based wind turbines, an offshore windfarm and many household RE technologies were installed over the ten year-period. While some RE technologies were collaboratively owned, other were owned primarily by farmers. This mix of ownership forms made the RE Island project realizable and flexible.

The islanders, however, did not instantly support the project. The ‘dynamic duo’, the communicator and the engineer, invested time and effort in arranging public meetings, Hermansen taking care of the inspirational talks and the formation of working groups around the projects, while Johnsen prepared the answers for the technical questions that came up. The islanders at first had a hard time seeing the relevance of the RE Island project. Being down-to-earth people, the energy coordinator Hermansen’s initial idealistic talk portraying ‘going green’ as a reward in itself did not catch on. But Hermansen soon changed tactics, realizing that the islanders had to be made to see the concrete benefits of the RE projects: job creation, the possibility of turning a profit on RE investments, the potential for revitalizing and improving the robustness of the island community and for the island public to work its way out of the crisis. The islanders were given a good deal of responsibility for the projects and tasks.

Through this pragmatic approach, the islanders got engaged in the RE Island project. The goal of energy self-sufficiency was realized in 2007, ten years after Samsø’s nomination as Denmark’s Renewable Energy Island.
The islanders I talked to corroborated the above account while adding their own emphasis depending on their role and position vis-à-vis the project. The chairman of the business council stresses the strengthening of collaboration between the island’s businesses, as no local business could handle the tasks involved in the RE projects on its own. The mayor emphasizes the importance of the unique organizational constellation for the success of the RE Island project, as it secured the collaboration between the island’s influential interest groups. In general, the social and organizational aspects are stressed, while the technological dimensions of the RE Island project rarely make it into the stories I heard. The RE technologies implemented on Samsø were not considered innovations; they were well-known and well-tried Danish technologies, most notably wind power. Participatory processes, ‘energy democracy’ and community-building inspired the island’s storytellers more than technological innovation.

*Transition stories as genre*

Samsø’s transition narrative has all the elements of a good transition story. First, we have the prominent protagonist at the head of the project, Hermansen, without whose ability to create networks the RE Island project might never have been realized. Hermansen is still the RE Island’s main representative, occasionally referred to as ‘Denmark’s Al Gore’ (www.dr.dk). Secondly, there is the element of crisis - the impending closure of the slaughterhouse, the island’s biggest employer. And, in the end, redemption, a happy ending. Public skepticism turned into support and participation, emphasizing the power of the local community. Classic themes such as center vs. periphery and the threat of globalization are struck.

These are elements often found in the stories of community-based energy transitions. The Green Economy Coalition (GEC), a global network of organizations - NGOs, research institutes, UN organizations, business and trade unions - recently published a
report detailing ‘the ten essentials for telling the story of transition’, some of which are: Heroes and villains, Compelling vision (e.g. ‘energy ownership; community empowerment; job opportunities’), Urgency, People’s stories (e.g. ‘locate local heroes and change-makers’) (GEC, 2014: 3). The stories most commonly told about the RE Island project clearly fit the mold of the well-staged green transition story able and created to inspire and attract diverse audiences. The RE Island story is a story crafted to travel and engage communities world-wide in similar doings; it is created to have strong effects.

Samsø, moreover, is not alone in its exertion efforts. The Transition Network, for example, is an organization and a movement with ‘hubs’ all over the world, based on permaculture principles and dedicated to engaging communities in ‘reclaiming the economy, sparking entrepreneurship, reimagining work, reskilling themselves and weaving webs of connection and support’ (transitionnetwork.org). According to the organization, this approach— which brings together a focus on the community and local collaboration with a concern for the local economy, the environment and practical projects—has spread to over 50 countries and is perhaps more widely known as the Transition Town Movement.

Samsø’s REI project preceded this movement, but by the time the islanders reached their goal of energy self-sufficiency in 2007, the Transition Town Movement had developed to foster transition processes similar to Samsø’s, if on a smaller scale. Brixton, for instance, previously one of the poorest, most deprived neighborhoods in London, is today a well-known Transition Town engaged in a multitude of initiatives from solar energy projects to developing a local complementary currency, the Brixton Pound, and various urban gardening initiatives (transitiontownbrixton.org).

American permaculturist Toby Hemenway remarks about the movement’s success: ‘Most people just want to be told how to solve their problem. They want recipes, not a lecture in design principles. And therein lies Transition’s strength. Transition... tells you exactly what to do. It is a recipe’ (Hemenway 2013). These ‘recipes’ for successful transition processes - the GEC’s ‘ten essentials for telling the story of transition’ and the
Transition Network’s ‘7 essential ingredients for doing Transition’ (transitionnetwork.org) – create inspiring, attractive and accessible transition stories produced to signal their easy replication.

Samsø’s transition story differs slightly from these examples by being embedded in a particular locality populated by named characters. Hence, in certain ways, the Samsø transition story is slightly different from the abstract recipes for ‘doing transition’ presented here. They do, however, share similar aims – to create ripple effects and elements. With their foregrounding of such ideals as ‘local heroes’, entrepreneurship and innovation, Samsø, the Transition Network and others risk, as I have argued, to preclude rather than further replication and learning.

Specifically, the analysis will demonstrate how one of these ideals, namely that of ‘energy democracy’, is at best an inaccurate label for Samsø’s transition process, as this process was more strongly top-down than the notion of ‘energy democracy’ would lead Samsø’s followers to believe. Will local communities be prepared for the hard work and personal investments involved in the transition process if all that is handed down are the success stories and a glossed over image of what energy transitions demand in practice? Motivated by this concern, we now turn to a different genre of storytelling; one that promises more detail and less singularity, namely the ethnographic story.

Ethnographic stories that intervene

The analysis is made up of four stories which complicate Samsø’s transition narrative in different ways. Together they offer a closer look at the processes that transformed Samsø into Denmark’s Renewable Energy Island. As described above, this project is not a critical but an appreciative one (Jensen 2014a, 2014b: 354). The ethnographic intervention is made ‘in good faith’ (Winthereik and Verran, 2012), with the aim of offering a richer image of how Samsø’s energy transition took place as well as perspectives on how such ideal-typical narratives as Samsø’s are produced.
The storytelling organization

While I wait for the ferry to take me back to the mainland one Friday afternoon on Samsø, I discuss the Academy’s role as what the Energy Academy director Hermansen terms a ‘storytelling organization’ with Hermansen and his adult daughter in his home near the harbor. The director: ‘We might be a storytelling organization, yes, but not a strategic one! We can’t be that self-satisfied. Besides, that would be manipulation. But at the Academy today, I’m actually the only one who participated in the RE Island projects we’re telling our guests about. And there they are [the Academy staff], telling the story as if they were part of it. That’s when it becomes narrative, and the stories become myths.’ He is visibly frustrated, and his daughter chips in: ‘But those are the conditions of the organization today’. The director, somewhat appeased: ‘Yes, certainly, I know, it’s unavoidable…’

The ethnographic story, like the transition story described above, is also ‘a unified text, a narrative, it exemplifies and enacts a particular time and place… [it] foreground[s], background[s], and render[s] some things out of the frame’ (Winthereik and Verran, 2012: 40). But contrary to the transition story which, as noted, adheres to a particular logic, it follows from the logic of ethnographic stories ‘that there are many, many differing sorts of indexes that could be created’ (ibid.). Ethnographic stories tend to be honest about their contingent, uncertain status; they are situated, local pieces of knowledge without a claim to hegemony or objectivity. The RE Island story, on the contrary, has become a generalized, singular narrative, and the Academy director acknowledges this with frustration. The fact that he witnessed and participated in the making of the RE Island while the remaining members of the current staff did not, makes the RE Island story exactly that: a handed down story that no longer has roots in the personal experiences of most of its tellers.
This is one factor behind the solidification of the REI story: the representatives of the story know little more than what they tell. It seems this is a necessary evil for the Energy Academy, an organization with a high turnover of staff. Especially during summer, when visitor numbers peak and the permanent staff goes on holiday, summer helpers are hired to give presentations and show guests around. As an employee comments, ‘delivering the story can be difficult. But it’s actually been easy for the summer helpers this year to access the story as outsiders, because I handed over a neatly demarcated version of the story to them, which gives them both confidence and credibility as storytellers’. To the functioning of the Energy Academy as a ‘storytelling organization’, being able to hand over the story in the shape of readily accessible PowerPoint slides etc., and being generous with respect to who gets to tell the story, is vital. But it is an openness that affects the RE Island story. It accelerates its singularization and generalization, turning it into an ideal-typical transition story.

The director witnesses how this generalization of the story into a narrative that fits its multiple storytellers as well as the mold of the transition story genre comes with certain costs. He has been a driving force in building the strong-REI narrative. He is the protagonist, the hero of the story. But the universalistic elements of the story that make the narrative work as a transition story and allow people from all over the world to identify with it, simultaneously constitute its Achilles' heel. When Hermansen tells the story, he gives it life; he changes it to fit the context and audience; he adds anecdotes about ongoing projects. It seems he always has something new to say. The RE Island story is his life story; he can mold it as he likes, he can let go of old meanings and add new ones as he pleases (Linde, 1993). His telling of the transition story, like the ethnographic story, has the character of an ever-emerging, partial story, and through its flexibility it continues to fascinate his audiences.

The effect of the Samsø story is thus reliant on its storyteller, and Hermansen is aware of this. As Samsø's most compelling storyteller he feels the weight of his role and looks for little ways out, as I will describe in the following ethnographic stories. Here, we
will see how Hermansen struggles to tell stories about the RE Island project that deepen, disturb, complicate and offer new perspectives. These stories rework the tight narrative about the RE Island project slightly; they offer new insights into the events and become activities that seek to secure Samsø's continued relevance as a demonstration project in energy sustainability. Such reworkings might prevent Samsø's experiences from being relegated to the past, as they can help export the REI story from the realm of the 'single vision' to the 'many-headed' realm of practical achievement, hard work and risk-taking needed in future projects (Winthoreik and Verran, 2012: 39).

The little controversies and tactics of the RE Island project

Controversies are a seemingly inevitable part of both small- and large-scale energy projects (e.g. Roberts et al., 2013; van der Horst, 2007), and the management of these ought therefore to play a central role in the stories of successful energy transitions. Transition projects do not miraculously materialize; they must be negotiated and built, and this requires the careful alignment of many actors and interests. Dispute and disagreement, however, rarely find their way into the transition stories disseminated. Tactical manoeuvres and reluctant citizens also do not factor into the generalized REI narrative according to which, after limited initial resistance, citizen participation and support blossomed.

In my talks with Hermansen, however, he always tried to open up the events to me, to show me the messy life of the processes behind the projects. Figure 1 below represents one such attempt to involve me in the forgotten controversies of the RE Island project, however small. The drawing depicts a dispute in the village Onsbjerg over the siting of a straw-based district heating plant. The dispute was caused by one person’s resistance, the chairman of the local branch of the Danish Society for Nature Conservation (DN). In the director’s drawing, the village is depicted by a circle, and the points of the compass are added (‘V’ for west, ‘Ø’ for east) to illustrate the wind blowing from west to east. In the top
left corner, we see the village’s medieval church and below it the planned heating plant. The
director has added the chairman’s house to the right of the circle, and to the right of that,
the chairman’s proposed alternative site for the plant. Smoke is rising from the plant’s
chimneys.

The director: ‘The chairman opposed the heating plant in Onsbjerg because he was
afraid the chimney would shade the old medieval church. We produced a lot of expensive
visualizations to show him that the plant wouldn’t overshadow the church. We had chosen
that site because there were barns and a storehouse already in place, so it was the economic
solution. In the end, we moved the chimney, but not the plant. By then it had become clear
that the chairman primarily opposed the plant out of fear that the steam from the plant
would pollute his and the rest of the houses in the village. But there is no real danger of
pollution from the plant; the Environmental Protection Agency checks the levels each year.
In the end, the chairman retired and moved to the mainland, and the dispute was forgotten’.

This is a minor dispute based on one person’s protests, but still a story that adds
some detail to an otherwise frozen narrative. If anything, rather than imply a critique, the
story serves to underline the specificity of the participatory practices of the RE Island
project and thus to corroborate and enrich the RE Island narrative, making our engagement
with this small controversy an appreciative one (Jensen, 2014b: 352, 354). Expensive
visualizations, the story shows, were constructed to appease one person’s anger. In general,
Hermansen told me, resistance was taken seriously. Plans to build biogas plants were never
realized due to public opposition. Ten-fifteen wind turbine locations were dropped due to
public resistance. No wind turbines were erected on northern Samsø because of its
treasured nature. The offshore windfarm was moved slightly to one side to avoid disturbing
the view from the landowner’s estate, significantly increasing the cost of the project.

‘What we can agree on’ became a mantra for the REI project as well as a device for
sorting the projects; it became a way of deciding which projects were viable and which
were not. Since the project proposal - referred to by the project developers as ‘the master
plan’ but never mentioned by the ‘lay islanders’ (non-project developers). I talked to - cleverly listed many more projects than were feasible or necessary to achieve energy self-sufficiency, projects could be dropped without significant consequences if they could not find support among the island public (Samsø Energiselskab et al., 1997).

The master plan was a well-designed steering instrument, carving out a comfortable maneuvering room for the project developers and allowing the project to come together in a way that fitted the island community. Living a life somewhat under the radar, the master plan has never found a place in Samsø’s transition narrative. I asked several ‘lay islanders’ (non-project developers) if they knew of a master plan behind the RE Island project, and most answered ‘no’: it was a very ‘diffuse’ project; the projects ‘sprouted organically’. Confronting an Academy project manager with these responses, she looked at me with a smile: ‘The plan was available to the public but it wasn’t exactly distributed door-to-door. It wasn’t supposed to appear like there was a set plan that simply had to be rolled out; it was made to seem like the project evolved from the bottom up’.

This intricate balance between responsiveness, openness and controlled planning on the part of the project developers might not make for the most inspirational transition story. It does not speak strongly to the values of ‘community’ and ‘empowerment’ mentioned as ‘essentials to telling the story of transition’ by the Green Economy Coalition (GEC, 2014: 3), and it certainly brings ambiguity to a core concept of Samsø’s transition story, namely ‘energy democracy’. But these aspects of the tactics of concealing the level of planning process made the project seem open and flexible by leaving the impression that the role and influence of the ‘lay islanders’ is greater than it actually is. This is a powerful approach to steering projects and one that might be valuable to audiences worldwide interested in carrying out their own RE projects. Here, a compelling concept like ‘energy democracy’, closer to a ‘rhetorical fantasy’ than to practical reality (Sovacool and Brossmann, 2014), does more to confuse than illuminate the picture.
Figure 1. A hand-drawn Samsø controversy, drawn by Søren Hermansen.

Re-contexting the story: From coffee to crisis

On the Samsø ferry I talk to a filmmaker involved with the Energy Academy. He told me: 'It's incredibly interesting, the way they construct their stories, consciously or unconsciously. The Academy is first and foremost a storytelling house. They could have chosen to tell a story about how three - only three in twenty-one! - of the windmills are owned by cooperatives of local citizens! But that's not how they tell it, is it?'

The stories about the RE Island often center around 'the social processes', as the Academy employees phrase it. Bringing the islanders together around the various projects and initiatives of the RE Island project gave the island community a new direction, a common goal to work toward. To the Academy director, that is the inspirational story Samsø has to offer. In his lectures, he stresses how the stories about wind turbines and district heating plants are only subsidiary to the real issue. The three communally owned wind turbines communicate this story about what the community can accomplish if people
work together; the remaining eighteen wind turbines, still locally but not communally owned, do not as strongly convincingly.

‘The real story’, according to Hermansen, is about ‘how you carve out a space for where you want to go’. With a smooth shift from the REI project to storytelling and back, blurring the line between the practical work and the narrative, he adds: ‘Our storytelling has participated in improving Samsø’s opportunities. It has expanded our freedom of action as a community. Through the actions we undertook fifteen years ago we have become less vulnerable’. In this quote, he makes no distinction between the RE Island project and the practice of storytelling which evolved with it. The transition project is not just the sum of RE technologies installed on Samsø over a ten-year period; the projects and the stories told about them have melted into each other, the stories an equally valuable product as the material changes made to the island. Stories, as noted, foreground some aspects while rendering aspects that do not serve the purposes of the story outside the frame (Winthereik and Verran, 2012: 40).

Lately, the Academy director has been working to create a link between the RE Island story and the Danish narrative of ‘the state bankruptcy of 1813’, attempting to provide a new context for the RE Island story without reworking the elements within it (see Asdal and Moser, 2012). In 1813, so the story goes, ‘Denmark faced total collapse. On the losing side of major war, the country in tatters, its economy in ruin. Having lost land and resources... the country was bankrupt on every level. Except one. Out of this crisis, a new way of viewing society arose, fundamentally changing the structures of power, privilege and connection. Over the next span of years Denmark as we now know it was created and a golden age was born.’ This text is from the public Facebook group ‘Denmark 1813 - From Crisis to Opportunity’ of which several Academy employees are members. The group has 184 members and is a network of people involved in the Danish folk high school movement and other progressive educational programs, in politics and public debate, and in green transition projects.
By attaching the RE Island story to this narrative of turning crisis into possibility, the RE Island becomes part of a wider national context. Samsø fought its way out of crisis by turning to the community, establishing cooperative associations etc., just as Denmark managed to do in 1813. Now we need a similar nation-wide transformation, the network suggests, and in this transition process Samsø possesses valuable know-how. This is not just a smart move in terms of making Samsø relevant to a larger Danish context, it is also a place from where the director draws new inspiration in that it invites a rethinking of the old RE Island story without challenging the individual components of the narrative. Moreover, activities of re-contexting (Asdal and Moser, 2012) widen the applications of Samsø’s experiences, broadening the focus from energy transitions to how you rethink communities in the face of any crisis.

For a long time, the punchline of the RE Island story for many of its Academy storytellers has been, ‘It just requires a lot of coffee!’ The coffee storyline draws attention to the specific character of the participatory processes. It communicates that they were time-consuming and social, that they were local and grounded, with everyone on the same footing, the developers not above the ‘lay islanders’ but willing to talk, listen, deliberate, negotiate, exchange experiences and knowledge, over a cup of coffee. It is an easy-to-communicate and memorable point that resonates even with Japanese top executives eager to learn about modern Western business management; these, too, come to Samsø to learn. It is a simple message and method that can be adapted to any context and even function as a management tool. But this is the type of storytelling that has started to frustrate the director who, as described above, considers Samsø’s RE Island story his life story (Linde, 1993).

The struggle over the wider significance and applications of the RE Island story became apparent to me one day about a month into my fieldwork. A tense exchange of words made me aware of the ongoing reworkings of the Samsø narrative, making visible the partiality of the story and the fact that this story is perhaps the most valuable commodity of Samsø and also a highly malleable one.
The director mentions that he has been invited to talk at a government conference in Copenhagen the next day. To this, an employee heartily inserts, ‘So you’re going to tell them that they need to drink a lot of coffee, right? Haha.’ Hermansen responds, suddenly in a strict tone, ‘Look, I’ve noticed you’ve really adopted that phrase, but you should quit using it so much’. Shortly thereafter, quite undeterred, the same employee shows a journalist from the influential Danish newspaper *Politiken* around Samsø, and the title of the journalist’s report, which makes the newspaper’s headlines in connection with the publication of the fifth Assessment Report of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), is ‘Coffee drinking has made Samsø a world-famous climate champion’, with the subtitle stating, ‘The solution to the world’s climate problems can be found on Samsø. The locals have to be involved.’ (Maach, 2013). The news story was successful in putting Samsø on the Danish map, which pleased everyone at the Academy. But negotiations over the framing and messages of the RE Island story are ongoing, adding new nuances to the singular transition narrative.

The construction of crisis

Recall how green transition stories tend to be sparked by crisis, and how the closure of the slaughterhouse on Samsø added exactly this element of crisis to the story? In the previous section I described the struggle over and variability of the overall framing of the RE Island story, but one of the internal components of the story also remains contested, namely the alleged chronological relationship between the closing of Samsø’s largest employer and the initiation of the RE Island project. The dispute over this connection is central due to the significance of the island’s crisis to the narrative arc of the transition story and thus to the functioning of the story as one capable of transforming our reality rather than simply representing it (Latour, 2001).

In fact, the slaughterhouse did not close until the summer of 1999, more than two years into the RE Island project. This can be asserted by reading old copies of the local
newspaper and by putting the question of chronology to the involved island actors. The
smith, one of the main promoters of the project in its early days but never much of a
storyteller, was quite taken aback by my question about the connection: ‘The
slaughterhouse closed, and that had nothing whatsoever to do with the RE Island project.
The project was well under way when the slaughterhouse closed; as far as I know, the two
had nothing to do with one another’. For the smith, long retired, the project is part of his life
story; it is not a product or a tool to negotiate Samsø’s influence in the world, as it is to the
Academy storytellers to whom the connection between the slaughterhouse closing and the
RE Island project has become real. The chronological dislocation placing Samsø in a state of
crisis functions as a catalyst for the story and has become a matter of fact to the storytellers.

If the Samsø narrative is to function as a well-crafted, apparently singular
transition story (Winthereik and Verran, 2012), the closure of the slaughterhouse marks
exactly that, the transition, the change from one state of life on the island to another. The
difference from then (before the closure) to now (after the closure) functions as a central
\textit{engine-driver in} the transition narrative and therefore cannot be disputed by the Samsø
storytellers without questioning the transition narrative itself.

On a trip around the island with a group of American students I asked the employee
acting travel guide that day why he takes the students to see the closed down, ramshackle
slaughterhouse. There does not seem to be much to see with only the empty buildings left.
Puzzled, he answers with a question: ‘Don’t you agree that the slaughterhouse is incredibly
important to the story?’ He goes on to tell me that when he bought his house on the island
in the nineties, ‘the atmosphere was incredibly bad. We basically won the competition the
day the slaughterhouse closed and two hundred people lost their jobs. So I’d say it’s
extremely relevant, wouldn’t you?’ He adds that when he tells the story, one of his main
points is that the islanders are no more ‘green’ than other people. ‘But it made sense to do it
[join the RE Island project] as a community. It’s been a life raft. It’s about Danish culture and
the cooperative movement and community building. I love telling people that Samsø falls
below the national average when it comes to organic farming. That is so surprising! How can a community like that create a renewable energy island?"

With a narrative so strong and well-crafted that the original chronology of events has become irrelevant (Cussins, 1996: 599-600), what is stressed by the employee is the role that this element plays in the narrative. The state of crisis makes the RE Island story universally relevant; it frees it even from the category of green transition stories, turning it instead into an inspirational story of community building, much in line with Hermansen's "1813 narrative". Samsø's appeal thus becomes universal. Indeed, Samsø is often used as an example of rural or regional development rather than as an energy or climate project.

Conclusions

In the introduction, I posed the questions of how Samsø's accomplishment was turned into an idealypical transition story, and what the effects of this process of 'storification' have been. I have argued that the answer to the first question lies mainly in the proliferation of storytellers of the Samsø story. The crafting of Samsø's REI story into a powerful transition narrative was more a bi-product of the circumstances than a conscious choice on the part of the Academy actors.

The proliferation of storytellers became a necessity as Samsø started to receive global media interest and thousands of energy-interested tourists each year. The responsibility of communicating Samsø's accomplishments was dispersed to storytellers, hired by Samsø Energy Academy, most of whom had not lived on Samsø during the years of the Renewable Energy Island project. For these reasons - and probably less for strictly tactical reasons - Samsø's transition story took on its ideal-typical qualities, all the while the protagonist of the story, Academy director Hermansen, has kept trying to keep the story open and alive, to play with it and develop it; something he was especially mindful of when communicating the events of the REI project to me.
The roles of the ethnographer and the protagonist telling his life story in this way approximate each other, establishing symmetries between the transition story and the ethnographic story, as the protagonist consciously feeds the ethnographer valuable detail to disrupt-complicate the ideal-typical narrative; to prevent it from becoming, as he says, a myth. As exemplified through Hermansen’s slightly disruptive role in my narrative, the act of intervention, which is more than anything an act of caring for the story, is not reserved to the ethnographer. As noted by Winthereik and Verran, ethnographic stories are ‘instruments that make intervention possible’ (2012: 38). It is this potential that interests me, just as it seems to interest the Academy director.

My interventions - the four ethnographic stories detailing how the Samsø narrative is toyed with, elaborated on, altered to fit shifting organizational aims, contested and re-contexted - are made in good faith in the sense that I have highlighted the partial and partisan nature of the stories. By unpacking slightly different versions of the RE Island narrative, the analysis has drawn out the diversity and complicatedness inherent in being and becoming an internationally renowned ‘transition story’.

In response to the second part of the research question about the effects of the story, I demonstrated how Samsø’s transition narrative has been built around attractive concepts such as ‘energy democracy’, thereby concealing the muddier realities of the REI project. Realities, I have argued, that may be instructive to Samsø’s audiences interested in replicating the island’s success: the pragmatic attitude needed of the project developers, the hard work, strategies and tactics that must be developed and exerted necessary to get the community on board. The transition narrative glosses over these perhaps less ‘democratic’ but nonetheless central maneuvers, all the while this might be where the real learning potential of Samsø’s experiences lies. If the guidelines that can be derived from the Samsø story have lost their empirical basis, their ‘contact points with the real’ (Jensen 2014a: 194-95), outsiders attempting to follow those guidelines will likely not succeed in producing similar results, since every local context and community will have its own specificities and
politics. The positive effects of the Samsø story have been the story’s capacity to capture and inspire large audiences. The negative effects, however, should be clear as well.

Affirmation, here, blends with critique; problematizing Samsø’s success story is a move I have made to make learning from Samsø’s example possible and to elucidate the value of a fuller, but also more complicated and perhaps less readily inspiring, transition story. *When it comes to facilitating further transition processes, this move may be risky, since the ‘many-headed monster’ that is the complicated socio-technical transition process may not have the immediate appeal of the grand, single vision. It makes the transition process seem difficult and, indeed, complicated. But aAs Sovacool and Brossmann put it in their investigation of the rhetorical fantasies surrounding energy transitions, ‘energy fantasies and exaggerated rhetoric become particularly hazardous if they blind us to the realities’* (2014: 852). They note that this tendency to turn cumbersome socio-material processes into ‘energy fantasies’ causes us to ‘overestimate benefits and underestimate challenges’ (837).

*As Winthereik and Verran argue, ethnographic stories, however complicated, also have in them the potential to be ‘generative’ (2012: 37) and transformative (Latour: 2001). If stories, in this way, participate in constructing realities, they also carry the potential for opening up political spaces for making decisions about societal change that could drastically change the coordinates of possibility and the conditions underlying our current practices. By inserting disfiguring elements into well-known narratives and intervening through ethnographic storytelling, we open up central narratives to new reflection, to creating new versions and new futures, with the potential of making storytelling a *driver engine for of *change.*
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